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Real Estate Disputes and Litigation
Real Estate transactions do not always go as planned. A dispute can rise before or after closing which affects the legal
issues involved.

Issues Before Closine
. Breach ofContract
. Buyer or Seller wants to back out of the deal
. Inability of Buyer to meet the requirements of the deal, e.g., financing, time of the essence, etc.
. Retaining or Refunding down-payments after a deal is broken
. Seller unable to deliver marketable title
. Specific Performance - A Buyer can force the Seller to convey the property. This is a remedy in contract law when

a party to a real property sales contract is harmed by the other's refusal to perform, usually a refusal to convey the
property. The Court can order Specific Performance is a party is unwilling to accept monetary damages.

. Lis Pendens - This is an official, public notice that a property has a pending lawsuit or claim attached to it. After
a lawsuit is filed affecting ownership of real properry, a Lis Pendens is recorded with the Clerk or Register against
the property.

. Actions by Real Estate Agents for Commissions due despite failure to close.

Issues After Closing
. Merger Doctrine generally extinguishes any breach of contract claims. The provisions in a real proper[y sales

contract merge into the deed conveying the property, and do not survive the closing, unless the contract expressly
provides for certain terms to survive transfer of title.

. Fraud and Misrepresentation claims are generally not subject to the Merger Doctrine.
o Fraud consists of (r) a material statement of a presently existing or past fact; (z) knowledge or belief by a

defendant ofits falsity; (g) an intention that the other person rely on it; (4) reasonable reliance on the false
statement; and (S) resulting damages.

o A material Omission or Concealment can substitute for the false statement of fact.
o Negligent Misrepresentation is similar to Fraud. It requires an incorrect statement, negligently made rather

than a false statement which was known to be false.
. Ejectment lawsuits can remove Sellers who refuse to vacate the property.
. Latent Defects in construction

Other Issues
. Real Estate Agents should be careful as they can get caught up in disputes between Buyer and Seller.
. Disputes over Commercial Leases (not subject to residential landlord/tenant law).
. Lawsuits over Easments, including creation, enforcement, and termination
. Trespassing and Nuisance claims
. Title disputes
. Adverse Possession
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